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Let A be an endomorphism on a finite group G. The structure of the near- 
ring Q(A) of identity preserving functions f: G + G which commute with A is 
investigated. 
Let G be a finite group written additively but not necessarily abelian, and let A 
be an endomorphism of G. If V(A) = {fi G + G 1 fA = Af and f (0) = 0} 
then %(A) forms a near-ring under the operations of pointwise addition and 
function composition. It is the purpose of this paper to investigate the structure 
of %?(A). In [5] we considered the case when A is an automorphism; here we make 
no such restriction. 
In the first section we obtain some preliminary results and find the rather 
surprising result that if A is nonzero and not invertible then W(A) is never 
semi-simple. In section 2 we restrict our attention to the case in which A is 
nilpotent and determine the radical J(V(A)) of %‘(A). It is then shown that 
%‘(A)/J(V(A)) is simple. In section 3 we consider the general situation and 
determine the structure of J@(A)) and V(A)/J(V(A)). Our results are then 
applied to the situation in which A is a linear transformation on a finite vector 
space. 
1. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
For an endomorphism A on a finite group G there is a smallest positive integer 
m such that ker A” = ker A na+l. Let N = ker A” and call this the nilpotent 
component of G. Let I = Am(G) and call this the invertible component of G. We 
note that A restricted to the subgroup I is an automorphism of I. Moreover, N 
is a normal subgroup of G, G = N + I and N n I= {0}([7], page 79). 
Let f E %(A). For each n E N we have f (n) = n + i, ti E N, i E I. For a suitable 
integer k, 0 = f (A%) = Akf(n) = A”(% + i) = A”i. But Aki = 0 implies 
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i = 0 so we havef(N) C N. In a similar manner we havef(1) _C I. For g = n + i 
in G we havef(n + i) = % + i. Select an integer K so that Ak(N) = {0} and AL 
is the identity on I. Then f(i) = f(Aki) = f(Ak(n + i)) = A’j(n + i) = 
A% + A% = Z. This meansf(n + i) = ?i + f(i). For ease of reference we state 
the above in a proposition. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let A be an endomorphism of G with G = N + I. Iff E %(A) 
thenf(N)CN,f(l) CIandf(n + i) = ti+ f(i),iEI, %EN. 
We turn now to the question of whether or not %?(A) is semi-simple. If G = I 
then A is an automorphism of G. In this case V(A) is semi-simple if and only if 
9?(A) is simple. It is simple if and only if all the orbits of G - (0) under the 
permutation A have the same size ([SJ). If G = ker A then Q?(A) = M,,(G) = 
{f: G -+ G 1 f(0) = 0} which is well known to be simple. It will follow from 
Section 2 that when A is nilpotent, V(A) is not semi-simple. The remaining 
situation is handled in the next result. 
PROPOSITION 2. If A is a non-nilpotent endomorph&n on the jinate group 
G = N + I and A is not invertible then %?(A) is not semi-simple. 
Proof. It suffices to exhibit a nonzero nilpotent %(A)-subgroup. Using 
Proposition 1 it is easily seen that H = {f E %?(A) 1 f (N u 1) = (0) is a nilpotent 
ideal. The set H is nonzero since it contains the function g: G --+ G defined by 
g(n+i) =nifi#O,andg(n) =O. 
The next step in our study of the structure of the near ring V(A) is an investi- 
gation of the radical ](%?(A)) and the quotient structure V(A)/J(V(A)). From 
Proposition 1 we havef( N) C N and f (I) C I for each f E V(A). Thus to determine 
the radical, one is lead to consider the special cases in which A is invertible and 
in which A is nilpotent. The invertible case was previously studied in [5]. The 
nilpotent case is studied in the next section. 
2. THE STRUCTURE OF ‘Z(A), A NILPOTENT 
In this section we assume A is a nilpotent endomorphism of G. Recall that the 
radical, J(R), of a near ring R with identity is the intersection of all strictly 
maximal left ideals of R. Equivalently, when R is finite, J(R) is the intersection 
of all maxmial (two-sided) ideals of R ([6], page 152). 
Since A is nilpotent on G then for each a E G there is a positive integer k such 
that A”(v) = 0. The least such positive integer for w will be called the rank of v. 
For v E G - (0) let L(v) = {f E %?(A)] the rank of f(v) is strictly less than the 
rank of TJ}. It is easy to verify thatL(v) is a V(A)-subgroup of V(A). We will later 
show that for certain v in G, L(v) is maximal, but first we need some further 
definitions. 
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For vu1 , vs in G* = G - (0) define vr N vs ifL(v,) = L(Q). The relation N 
is an equivalence relation on G* and hence partitions G* into disjoint equivalence 
classes. Let B(v) denote the class containing v and call it the branch of G 
containing v. Each nonzero element in the kernel of A determines a different 
branch. For suppose k, , K, E K* = ker A - (0) with k, # k, . The map 
f : G + G defined by f (v) = Av if A % = K, for some nonnegative integer s and 
f(v) = v otherwise, is in L(k,) but not in L(k,). Hence a branch is uniquely 
represented by an element k E K *. Moreover v E B(k) if and only if there exists a 
nonnegative integer s such that A”(v) = k. 
We say that a kernel element K E K* has depth n if there exists a v E G such 
that An-l(v) = k and n is maximal with this property. For convenience let 0 have 
depth co. If K E K* has depth d then those v E G such that Ad-l(v) = k are called 
the tips of the branch B(K). Let dI , d2 ,..., d, denote the different depths of 
elements in K*, where dI < d, < ... < d, . A branch B(k) is a maximal branch 
if k has depth d, . 
LEMMA 1. Let dI < d, < ... < d, be the distinct depths for branches of G. 
Let H(dJ = {k E ker A 1 the depth of k > di}. Then each H(dJ is a V(A)-subgroup 
of G and ker A = H(d,) I H(dJ 2 ... 2 H(d,) 2 (0). 
Proof. Suppose k, , k, E K* with depths n, and na respectively. Then 
ki = A”i-l(q), i = 1, 2, so 
k, + k, = A”‘-@,) + A”2-1(v,) = AQ2-1(An1-nz(vl) + v2), 
assuming nr 3 na . Hence the depth of k, + k, is at least as large as the minimum 
of the depths of k, and k, . The remaining part of the proof is immediate. 
THEOREM 1. The V(A)-subgroup L( ) v is maximal if and only if v belongs to a 
maximal branch. 
Proof. Assume v belongs to a maximal branch. Without loss of generality 
we may take z, to be a tip of the maximal branch B(k), k E K*. If M is a V(A)- 
subgroup properly containing L(v) then M contains a function f such that f (v) is 
also a tip of a maximal branch. It is not difficult to see that there exists a function 
g E %?(A) such that d(v) = v. (In fact there exists ag E V(A) such thatgf (v) = v 
and g is linear, see [3], page 108.) Let e E V(A) be the projection map associated 
with B(k), that is e is the identity on B(k) and 0 elsewhere. Since (e - gf)(v) = 0 
then e - gf EL(v), hence e = (e - gf) + gf E M. The projection maps corre- 
sponding to every other branch of G belong to L(v) C M, so M must contain the 
identity map. 
Conversely assumeL(v) is maximal. Suppose v E B(k) and B(k) is not a maximal 
branch. Then k has depth, say di , with di < d, . Let M(k) = {f E V(A) / f(k) E 
H(di+,)). Clearly M(k) 2 L(v) = L(k). M oreover M(k) is a V(A)-subgroup since 
H(di+,) is a %‘(A)-subgroup. Finally M(k) properly contains L(k) since if kI is a 
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nonzero element of H(di+,) then there exists a g E %(4(A) such that g(k) = k, . 
Any such g belongs to M(k) but does not belong toL(v). This contradicts the 
maximality of L(v). 
COROLLARY 1. If v belongs to a maximal branch then L(v) is a strictly maximal 
left ideal. 
Proof. It suffices to show L(v) is a left ideal, but this is clear since L(v) = 
Ann(k), where k is the kernel element in B(v). 
Using an argument similar to that in the proof of Theorem 1 we see that for 
any k E K* not having maximal depth the subgroup M(k) defined above is a 
maximal V(A)-subgroup. However M(k) is not a left ideal. This will follow from 
Lemma 2. 
So far we have established that L(v) is a strictly maximal left ideal precisely 
when v belongs to a maximal branch. We now show that these are the only 
strictly maximal left ideals of %(A). This will then characterize the radical of 
V(A) as those functions in V(A) that annihilate every k E N(d,). 
To this end let M be a strictly maximal left ideal of %?(A). We first show that if 
there is a function f E M such that f (ki) = k,+* # 0 for some ki E H(dJ - 
H(&+,), ki+l E H(&+,), then the idempotent ei which is the identity on B(k,) 
and 0 elsewhere must belong to M. 
Thus suppose such an f E M exists. Let g = ei+J where ei+i is the idempotent 
for B(k,,,). Then the range of g is contained in (O} u B(k,+,), and e,(g + ei) - 
eiei E M. We show now that e,(g + ei) - ei = -ei and hence ei E M. If v # B(k,) 
then our function clearly annihilates v. Suppose v E B(k,). Since A% = ki for 
some integer s then A”g(v) = g(k,) = ki+l and so g(v) E B(k,+J. Also 
Ng(v) + v) = k+l + ki f 4 > so g(v) + v 4 B(k,). Therefore (e,(g + ei) - 
ei)v = -v as desired. 
The next step in our characterization of strictly maximal left ideals M is to 
show that such left ideals contain all the idempotents associated with non- 
maximal branches. In fact, since M is a strictly maximal left ideal there exists an 
idempotent ei, corresponding to a branch B(k,), such that ej $ M. Hence 
M + U(A)e, = V(A), which in turn implies that 1 = m + nej for some 
m E M, n E %?(A). From this we see that m is the identity map off the branch 
B(k,) associated with ej . 
If kj does not have maximal depth then we must have f(kj) = 0 for all f E M. 
Otherwise there exists ag E M such thatg(kj) = kj+l # 0, k,,, E H(d,+,), and from 
the above discussion ei EM. But f(kj) = 0 f or all f E M implies that M CL(k,), 
a contradiction since by Theorem 1, L(k,) is not a maximal %‘(A)-subgroup. 
Similarly if k 4 H(d,) then, since m is the identity on B(k), there exists ag E M 
such that g(k) # 0 has larger depth than k. As above, the idempotent corre- 
sponding to B(k) belongs to M. 
Thus the idempotent for every non-maximal branch belongs to M. 
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In the next lemma we complete our characterization of strictly maximal left 
ideals and thus, in Theorem 2, obtain a characterization of J(V(A)). For the 
reader interested in the radical J(%‘(A)) without a characterization of the strictly 
maximal left ideals we present the following proof due to the referee. 
From Corollary 1, ](%(A)) C nt(s) where B(K,) is a maximal branch. From 
the definition of L(K,) it follows that (0 L(lz,)) dn consists of functions that are zero 
on maximal branches and so J@?(A)) >_ (0 L(Kj))dm. But then (](%‘(A)) + 
nL(Kj))/J(%(A)) is a nilpotent g(A)-subgroup in V(A)/J(V(A)). Consequently 
J@?(A)) 3 n L(K,) which gives the result of Theorem 2. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose M is a strzctly maximal left ideal of V(A), A nilpotent. 
Then M = L(k,) where B(k,) is a maximal branch. 
Proof. Since M is a maximal V(A)-subgroup there exists some idempotent, 
say ej , not in M and from the above discussion ej must be associated with a 
maximal branch B(k,), kj E K*. We show that M = L(kj). 
If M # L(k,) then there exists a function f in M such that f (kj) = k, . We 
first show that M must contain a function that is rank preserving on B(k,) and 0 
elsewhere. Let g = ejf. Then g E M, g(G) C {0} U B(kj), andg is rank preserving 
on B(k,). The function h i = ej(g + e,) - eje, belongs to M for all s. Assume 
k, $ {kj , -kj}. It is clear that h, = g off B(k,). If w E B(k,) theng(w) + w $ B(k,), 
for A”g(w) = kj and Anw = k, where m < 12 and so g(w) + w E {0} u 
B(k, + k,) u B(kJ. Hence h, = 0 on B(k,). Repeating the above process we 
obtain a function h EM such that h = g on B(kj) u B(-kj) and h = 0 other- 
wise. If kj = -kj we have our desired function so we assume kj # -ki . If 
h(-kj) = 0 then some power of h annihilates B(-kj) and is rank preserving on 
B(k,). If h(-kj) # 0 then h(-kj) = g(-kj) = ki since the range of g is 
(0) u B(kj). Define fi E %‘(A) by fi(x) = -h(x) for x E B(-k,) and 0 otherwise. 
Then f,(B(-k,)) C B(-k,) and the function ej(h + fi) - ejfi is rank preserving 
on B(k,) and 0 elsewhere, as desired. 
In any case, therefore, we have a function h EM such that h(B(k,)) C B(k,), 
rank preserving on B(k,) and 0 elsewhere. The argument now splits into two 
cases: kj + kj = 0 and kj + kj # 0. We will obtain a contradiction in each case 
by showing ej belongs to M. 
First we assume kj + k, # 0. The function f = ej(h + ej) - ej belongs to M. 
If z, # B(kj) then f (v) = 0 and if z, E B(k,) then f (v) = ej(h(v) + v) - o. Since 
h(o) and z, have the same rank, A”(h(v) + V) = kj + kj $10, for some positive 
integer s. Consequently h(v) + v $ B(k,) which in turn implies thatf (v) = -v. 
Hence f = -ej E M, so ej EM, a contradiction. 
Now assume kj + kj = 0. Among all the functions in M with the same 
properties that h has, choose h, in M such that h, has the maximal number of 
fixed points. For w E B(k,) let U(w) = {v E B(k,) 1 Av = w}. If w is a tip of B(k,) 
then necessarily U(w) = a. 
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Suppose w E B(kj) is a fixed point of h, and suppose further that U(w) contains 
a fixed point. Then every element of U(w) is a fixed point of h, . For if v E U(w) 
is a fixed point, then U(w) = ZJ + ker A. For v + K” E U(w) where k” E ker A we 
have Ah,(c f- k”) = h,(Aa) = h,(w) = w and so k,(v + K”) E U(w). Define 
g E V(A) by g(v) = -v if v $ B(kj) and g(n) = h,(v) for 2, E B(kj). Then g,, = 
gej - g(--h, + ej) belongs to M since h, does. Clearly g, fixes every element in 
B(k,) that is fixed by h, . Moreover if h&v + k”) = v + R then gO(z + &) = 
v + k - g(--K + A). If --R + & # kj theng,(v -t ,&) = v + A. If--R -C ,& = kj 
then g,(v + R) = 2’ -1 k - kj = v + k + kj = 2’ + R”. So g, has more fixed points 
then h, unless k = R which means that every point of U(w) is fixed by h, . 
Since h, is rank preserving on B(k,) we must have h,(kj) = k, . Also h,( U(kj)) C 
U(k,j). If h, has no fixed points in U(k,) then some power of h, does. But powers 
of h, have at least as many fixed points as h, , so by the maximality of h,, , it must 
have a fixed point in U(k,) and hence fix every element of U(k,). 
Now consider U(w) for w E U(k,). Since w is a fixed point of h, , h,( c’(w)) C 
U(w) and as above U(w) must contain a fixed point of h, . So every element of 
U(w) is fixed by h, . Continuing in this manner we find that every element of 
B(k,) must be fixed by h, , meaning h, = ej E M, our final contradiction. 
Combining this result with the definition of the radical, we obtain the charac- 
terization of J@(A)). 
THEOREM 2. If A is a nilpotent endomorphism of a jinite group G and H(d,) is 
the subgroup of ker A consisting of the elements of maximal depth, then J@(A)) = 
(&cd,) L(k) = (f E V(A) 1 f is identically 0 on H(d,)}. 
We conclude this section by determining the structure of V(A)/J(V(A)). 
THEOREM 3. Let A be a nilpotent endomorphism of a Jinite group G and let 
H(d,) be the subgroup of ker A consisting of the elements of maximal depth. Then 
%?(A)/J(%?(A)) is isomorphic to the simple near-ring M,,(H(d,)) and so 1(%(A)) is 
the unique maximal ideal of %(A). 
Proof. The map 0: V(A) + M,,(H(d,)) defined by Q(f) = f lHcd,), the 
restriction off to H(d,J, is a near-ring epimorphism with kernel J’%‘(A)). The 
second part is clear. 
3. THE STRUCTURE OF C(A), A ARBITRARY 
In this section we combine the results of the previous section with those in [5] 
to investigate the general situation. 
As above, for an endomorphism A of G we obtain a decomposition G = N f I. 
Let AI denote the restriction of A to I(N) and forfe %(A) let f,(fN) denote 
the restriction of f to I(N). The natural map (CI: V(A) ---f %?(A,) @ %(A,), 
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f+ (f, ,fN), is a near-ring epimorphism. Moreover for f~ Ker 4, f(n + ;) = 
@ + f(i) = ti and so f2 = 0. Hence H = Ker 4 is nilpotent and thus H C 
Jtww 7% ere ore f J(V(A))/H c ](%?(A,) @ V(AN)). The next result now 
follows from [6] (5.20, p. 143). 
THEOREM 4. Let A be an endomorphism of a finite group G. If 4: g(A) ----f 
%‘(A,) @ %‘(AN) is the natural map then J(%(A))/Ker # s J(%(A,)) @ J(%(AN)). 
Since J(%?(A,)) has been characterized in [5] and J(%(AN)) in the previous 
section the above theorem describes the radical of %‘(A) in the general case. As a 
corollary we obtain a description of %(A)/J(V(A)). 
COROLLARY 2. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 4, 
%‘WJ(WA)) = VAIYJFV~ 0 WA.YJ(Ck’(A,)) 
We conclude with an application of our results to functions on a finite vector 
space which commute with a given linear transformation. Recall from [5] that if iz 
is an invertible linear transformation on a finite vector space V then a nonzero 
orbit 0 is called minimal if for any orbit 0, such that 1 0, 1 divides [ B i then 
1 8, 1 = 1 or 1 0r / = 1 19 /. Let cr , c2 ,..., ct be the distinct sizes of minimal orbits 
of I’. Then the set of minimal orbits can be partitioned into disjoint sets 
~Wc,),-., M(c,) according to size. Forj =: I,..., t the sets Wj = (01 u M(c,) are 
subspaces of V. If Aj denotes the restriction of A to Wj , then the natural restric- 
tion map xj: %?(A) - ‘Z(Aj) is a near-ring epimorphism with ker xi = 
(f E %‘(A) / f ( Wj) = {O}}. It is easy to check that each ker xj is a maximal ideal 
of +?(A). Let J = 0 ker xi , then 
V(A)/J N U(A)/ker x1 @I ... @ U(A)/ker xi 
‘v %(A,) @ ... @ ??(A,), 
where each %(A,) is a simple near-ring. We note that in [S] it was shown that in 
most instances J = J(%(A)). 
For an arbitrary linear transformation on l’ we have the following. 
THEOREM 5. Let A be a linear transformation on a jinite vector space VT = 
N + I. Then ezther %(A) is simple or else J@?(A)) f (0) and 
In the latter case ;f J(@(A,)) = {f~ %(A,) 1 f annihilates every minimal orbit in I>, 
then 
where each Si is a simple near-ring with S, z %?(A,)/ J(VZ(AN)) and t is the number 
of distinct cardinalities of minimal orbits in I determined by A, . 
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